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"God is not necessary, Parents are not necessary. The first son is not necessary,
and the third son is not necessary, but the youngest son is necessary even for
True Mother, who is Hyung Jin. Also Kook Jin is necessary too. Two sons."
SMM, "You loved your partner more than yourselves," June 21, 2011 Hoon
Dok Hwe

Greetings!
On September 14, lawyers for HSA-UWC/FFWPU
continued its strategy for treating Father's precious words
as "their property" by filing a trademark registration for
the words, "Cheon Il Guk," revealing once again the
disturbing nature of the Family Federation's quest to use
its millions to have government agencies enforce its
"monopoly" of the Lord of the Second Advent's words in
order to prevent his youngest son from being able to
discuss his Father's teachings!
Readers will remember that in the beginning of
August, HSA/FFWP used its copyright of the
"Unification 12 Gate Symbol" to shut down the
Sanctuary Youtube channel, preventing brothers and
sisters around the world from being able to see the
sermon videos.
(All of the videos can now be viewed at vimeo.com/wpus
and the "Persecuted Sanctuary Church" channel on
Youtube.)
In Sunday's sermon Hyung Jin Nim used this situation as
a "teachable moment" to analyze different aspects of the
Family Federation's CIG Constitution, in which all
departments of government can be investigated for
wrong-doing, except for the Supreme Council, where
ultimate authority resides, particularly after Mother
passes to the next world.
Hyung Jin Nim explains that since God gives all of us
freedom and responsibility, a true CIG constitution
should require transparency and accountability for all of
its citizens.
*******
In the midst of conflicting claims by the Family Federation and by supporters of the Unification
Sanctuary, I would like to propose a public forum in the NY/NJ area. Dr. Wilson, Dr. Balcomb, or
anyone the Family Federation chooses could speak first about Mother's new theological innovations
and why they believe these deserve our support. I would follow with a statement about Hyung Jin Nim's
concerns, and then we could have Q&A. We could have a lively, but respectful, discussion about how
to preserve True Father's real legacy to which many of us have given many decades of our
lives. What do you think?
********
Faith That Can Digest Painful Things essay
May God bless you and your families!
Sincerely,
Richard
Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
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